MUSD Wallet User Agreement

This Agreement is between the customer and AXE Crypto Currency.
By registering and creating account with MUSD every customer is given unique
customer ID, password and unique MUSD Wallet address. Every purchase of MUSD
Coin is assigned with unique transaction ID and send to the customers unique MUSD
Wallet address.
Customer is fully aware and complies that is making deposit on AXE Crypto Currency
platform only for purpose of purchasing MUSD Coin.
On every MUSD purchase, to validate the transaction, customer is responsible for
providing following information in signed form:
•
•
•
•
•

Customer user ID
Wallet user ID
Customer ID verification document photo
Amount of Deposit and currency
Customer Credit/Debit Card photo which was used for transaction (last 4 digits
numbers covered)
• Photo or scanned version of Signed MUSD Wallet User Agreement
For every transaction initiated by customer to purchase MUSD and validated by
customer by providing fully filled and signed MUSD Wallet User Agreement, AXE
Crypto Currency is entitled to provide transaction ID, Sender Wallet ID and Receiver
Wallet ID showing the amount of corresponding MUSD Coins transferred to provided
Customer wallet ID.
Customer fully accepts and complies, that provided transaction ID and details by AXE
Crypto Currency to customers given Wallet ID is a valid and indisputable proof that
AXE Crypto Currency has transferred all necessary funds from AXE Crypto
Currency Wallet : 9NwxBG8Ly7rfuzypT2PMJWGeuuRz867ZW5 to customer
Wallet and AXE Crypto Currency carries no further liability to customer.
Customer is responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of customers user IDs and
passwords related to the device(s) and Wallet. Customer agrees not to give or make
available to any unauthorized individual, customers user ID, password or other means
to access customers MUSD Wallet. If customer permit other persons to use customers
MUSD Wallet user ID and password, customer is fully responsible for any transactions
they authorize.

Customer accepts full responsibility for making sure that it understands how to access
and use the MUSD Wallet. Customer also accept full responsibility for making sure that
it knows how to properly use its device, mobile device and the software that enables
access to the MUSD Wallet. We will not be liable to customer for any losses, costs or
damages caused by customers failure to properly use the MUSD Wallet.
The MUSD Wallet may have certain security features and procedures to protect against
unauthorized use. Customer agree not to disable any of the security features and
procedures designed to safeguard customers MUSD Wallet.

Customer Name/Surname

……………………………….

Customer system user ID

.………………………………

Customer MUSD Wallet ID ………………………………
Amount of Deposit / Currency ………………………………
Customer ID Verification document

Customer Debit/Credit Card
(last 4 digits covered)

Customer signature:

……………..………

Date (dd/mm/yy): ………………

